Application Services that bring you the
big picture:

How a concerted focus on your
business imperatives can see you
through it all …

ADMnext:

Enabling Inﬁnite Possibilities

Key market trends shaping customer dynamics

Minding the gap: Bringing your oﬀering in line with customer expectations
The rapid evolution in mobile capabilities and IoT technology growth has exponentially empowered consumers. The myriad
abilities that consumers now have in the palm of their hand would be almost unimaginable just a decade ago. But even as
this acceleration in technology intensiﬁes, customer demands and expectations are still surprisingly outpacing technological
capabilities.
The revolution linked to the digitalization of our world has completely changed interactions with application and IT
ecosystems. Now we expect intuitive, fulﬁlling user interactions in real time – every time we communicate with IT. This goes
for both our personal and professional lives and for any device we may use.
The quality of user experience created essentially through the applications we use in our daily lives has increased our expectations for any interaction we may have with IT ecosystems. So, to a great extent, application loyalty – or rather application user
experience – has essentially become synonymous with brand loyalty. This is even more applicable for industries where applications are the main interface for business transactions between customer and the business – for example – eCommerce and
hospitality companies. With this in mind, forward-thinking businesses are vigorously targeting end customers and the devices
they use.

.

Customer expectations are far exceeding
what you can really do. That means a
fundamental rethinking about what we do
with technology in organizations.
George Westerman,

MIT Principal Research Scientist and Author
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How these trends are aﬀecting IT

What does this all mean for your IT function?
For today’s market leaders, closing this gap between customer expectations and what you can oﬀer them starts with closing
gaps on the inside. Your business expects easily consumable services from IT. So, the challenge for IT is to smoothly and
transparently deliver simpliﬁed, convergent services distilled from complex, divergent technologies, and an ever-expanding
landscape.

Putting the business ﬁrst: Creating a zero-latency enterprise to satisfy your business and then your customers
Putting the business ﬁrst means breaking down every barrier between IT and business with an IT function that is hyper
relevant to the goals and DNA of the business – or to put it more eloquently – the creation of the “zero-latency enterprise.”
Gartner deﬁnes a zero-latency enterprise (ZLE) as one that “exploits the immediate exchange of information across technical
and organizational boundaries to achieve business beneﬁt.”

Fostering zero-latency innovation and delivering a zero-latency customer experience
To become a truly zero-latency enterprise, a fundamental change in the mindset of IT is needed – a mindset of zero innovation
latency. This means continuous innovation, where IT is always oﬀering new technologies that solve business problems in
near-real time is crucial.
Embodying a mindset of zero innovation latency demands a behavioral change – switching from a delivery-based paradigm to a
problem-solving one. IT also needs to keep tabs on emerging technologies and explore them constantly for the beneﬁt of the
business. As today’s trends become tomorrow’s mainstream more and more rapidly in this digital world, proactive action will
help you to leapfrog the competition.
An approach of collaboration and open, real-time innovation across the entire ecosystem – where IT works directly for the
business – is key in making this happen. It’s here that a uniﬁed, seamless, innovation-centric IT-business partnership can
ultimately bring your clientele a zero-latency customer experience – where they can intuitively engage with your brand like
never before. This is the zero-latency enterprise.
For example, one prominent consumer goods company applied innovative analytics technologies to create a customer data
center with real-time customer feedback. This initiative uncovered that for most customers, the purchase of their product is a
premeditated choice and not driven by seasonal demand. This insight then enabled the company to reorganize the handling of
their oﬀerings, media, and advertisements.
A major beverage manufacturer created an app-linked micro-dosing platform, where customers could create their own ﬂavors.
This helped the company establish a direct relationship with customers, where their choices could be shared on social media.
The overall result was a testing platform to launch new oﬀers with a proven method for product development.

IT performing as a true business partner

Deﬁning IT imperatives that support the speciﬁc goals of your business
After creating this uniﬁed approach, it’s essential to align the goals of your IT with the imperatives of your business. The
businesses of today’s market leaders comprise complex ecosystems with more suppliers and stakeholders than ever before.
This means that having strategic partner programs and facilitating comprehensive collaboration are critical to your success.
This scenario demands that the goals of your IT become more dynamic and more relevant to your business. While operational
eﬃciency and cost eﬀectiveness still remain core imperatives, the business expects IT to function as a true partner and not just
a cost center. Developing, deploying, and maintaining IT systems is simply not enough. With applications becoming the face of
business services consumed by end users, it’s about aligning IT services with measurable business performance goals and
outcomes.
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Running IT as the digital energizer is about
accelerating business performance,
unleashing business potential, and
nurturing collective creativity.
Pearl Zhu
12 CIO Personas The Digital CIO's Situational
Leadership Practices

Minimizing disruption and enhancing end-user experiences
There’s also an increasing need to enhance end-user IT systems and services experience. This requires insights that enable
investments within systems where the extraction of business value has a greater chance of proﬁtability – not within dormant
systems that business doesn’t value anymore.
Accelerating change through new delivery models and methodologies, and fostering the agility and ﬂexibility needed to
deliver your services are also critical components. To ensure ideal eﬀects here, optimizing and securing your estate is equally
essential. Otherwise, the growing complexity of your estate can work against the acceleration of innovation.
Additionally, IT must focus on developing and maintaining the frameworks needed to support disruptive business models. This
requires exploiting the data, business technologies, and innovation needed to help the business do diﬀerent things – not just
doing the same thing in diﬀerent ways.

A fresh approach to sourcing suppliers

Seeing your suppliers in a new light: A new approach to sourcing the
right partners for your transformation
Once you’ve created a uniﬁed platform and aligned IT with your business on your imperatives, it’s crucial that you bring
your entire ecosystem together as one. As mentioned earlier, your ecosystem can be a diverse, complex network. External
suppliers can become major lynch-pins in your transformation process – essentially becoming part of your operations – so
choose wisely here.
You want to evaluate based on long-term beneﬁts and take a holistic view that considers your business imperatives –
suppliers should be seen as partners to help IT and your business on your transformation journey. This means that for a
supplier to be a true a partner, they should exhibit the right qualities and capabilities in supporting IT across all business
imperatives – not just a few.
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Legacy constraints to be wary of

Overcoming technical debt, innovation inertia, service fragmentation,
and innovation silos
Unfortunately, most IT organizations fall prey to a legacy-minded way of operating, along with the following common
constraints:
Technical debt and
innovation inertia
through growing
landscape complexity
that’s further complicated by mergers and
acquisitions.

Service fragmentation
caused by price-focused
contracts leads to a lack
of end-to-end business
value chain ownership.
Moreover, suppliers
here are not motivated
to support IT in its
transformation.

Innovation silos stemming
from lack of agility and
ﬂexibility enables shadow
IT to grow. This siloes
innovation within the
organization and weakens
IT. Additionally, IT faces an
increased risk of security
and data privacy.

The heightened role of your suppliers

The law of supply and demand: Demanding more skin in the game from
your suppliers
In overcoming these constraints, the most successful organizations are those that see the big picture. IT should utilize suppliers
and have them play a larger role in supporting their imperatives. A supplier's wider experience with similar organizations and
desired capabilities can be good indicators and accelerators.
Before enlisting suppliers to play an integrated role within the overall ecosystem, it is important to keep in mind your target
operating model and product strategy. These elements – along with your goals – and a "make-or-buy" strategy should be the
starting point when looking at potential suppliers. Some suppliers could become more inﬂuential and act as a true IT partner –
co-constructing or helping IT "make" diﬀerent key initiatives for the business – not just satisfying “buy” services.
When IT enlists suppliers who understand this, they emerge as reliable partners that the business can count on. For suppliers,
being a partner to IT and the business means playing the role of an ally who can bridge both IT and business, along with
empowering IT in front of the business.
Suppliers also need to take on greater responsibility and a larger scope in terms of operational eﬃciency and cost savings. They
need to oﬀer support within disruptive IT and business models, and must be aware of the entire ecosystem and fully integrate
themselves within it. They should eﬀectively engage with IT, the business, and other suppliers in order to create a collaborative
ecosystem that motivates everyone to innovate together while supporting IT and business imperatives end to end – not just
sporadically.
Additionally, having increased the stakes, suppliers should be willing to take on higher risk and put more skin in the game.
Commitments oﬀered by them should be well aligned to inﬂuence and make a positive impact directly on IT imperatives. They
should take end-to-end ownership to clear IT overheads by orchestrating their responsibilities across diﬀerent parties within
the overall ecosystem.
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A concerted approach based on your business imperatives

Bringing you the big picture with ADMnext: Driving transformation based
on your business imperatives and actionable insights
Capgemini’s ADMnext takes a concerted approach that is based on:
Key market trends shaping customer dynamics
What these trends mean for your IT function
How your IT can perform as a true business partner
A fresh approach to sourcing suppliers
Legacy constraints to be wary of
The heightened role of suppliers.
This concerted approach puts the acceleration of the achievement of your business imperatives at the heart of everything you
do with Disruptive, Business-focused, Transformation, and Adaptive Services.

ADMnext: ADM Services for the Digital Age and Beyond
Drive Innovation
with Disruptive
Business Models
Orchestrate
Change with
Disruptive IT Models

Align with Your
Industry and
Business Requirements

Disruptive services

New business models

Business-focused services

Boost value to business

Optimize and
secure the estate

Accelerate
Future Change
Drive Efficiency,
Continuous Improvement
and Cost Reduction
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Transformation services

Transform & Modernize

Adaptive services

Takeover & Optimize
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Business
optimization
using IT

IT
optimization
& Digital
readiness

ADMnext focuses on your business imperatives to optimize your “here-and-now.” Our Agile way of working and
product-oriented operating model bridge the gap between IT and business, so you can innovate and disrupt the future.
Essentially, we enable you to:

Drive eﬃciency,
continuous
improvement and
cost reductions with
AI-enabled incident
data mining that
identiﬁes root
causes and streamlines incident and
management
processes.

Optimize and
secure your estate
and accelerate future
change by focusing on
constraints in your
application and
infrastructure layers
to drive cloud migration and application
rationalization.

Align with your
industry and
business requirements by identifying
ineﬃciencies in
business processes
to drive eﬃciency
gains through IT
change and RPA.

Drive innovation
and orchestrate
change with
disruptive business
and IT models.

Contact us to learn more about how ADMnext can apply all of the above to your operations and bring big-picture
insights and inﬁnite possibilities to your business.

Gopalakrishnan Krishnamurthi (GK)
ADMnext Global Oﬀer Lead
gopalakrishnan.kris@capgemini.com
+91 97422 67026
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About
Capgemini
A global leader in consulting, technology services and digital transformation,
Capgemini is at the forefront of innovation to address the entire breadth of clients’
opportunities in the evolving world of cloud, digital and platforms. Building on its
strong 50-year heritage and deep industry-speciﬁc expertise, Capgemini enables
organizations to realize their business ambitions through an array of services from
strategy to operations. Capgemini is driven by the conviction that the business
value of technology comes from and through people. It is a multicultural company
of almost 220,000 team members in more than 40 countries. The Group reported
2019 global revenues of EUR 14.1 billion.
Learn more about us at

www.capgemini.com
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Capgemini’s ADMnext
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